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The challenge

Quality seals and certificates as building blocks of 
quality management.

Quality assurance and thus proof of certain product 
properties/requirements are becoming increasingly 
important, and not only in the European Economic 
Area. How can manufacturers prove the required 
criteria quickly and transparently in the future?  A 
central storage location in your IX ERP would be 
ideal so that the user no longer has to look in 
different storage locations to find and monitor all 
certificates. The interface should be as easy to use 
and clear as possible. The user can see at a glance 
which articles are linked to which certificates, from 
whom these certificates originate, when they were 
created and how long they are valid. Of course, the 
user is also shown whether it is an initial certifica-
te or a follow-up certificate and which of his sales 
channels requires which certificate.

The Solutions  - The IX Certification Cockpit

Via the IX Certification Cockpit you have an over-
view of all initial certificates, changes and/or up-
dates in your IX ERP at any time and can cont-
rol them centrally and intuitively. As a user, you 
keep the overview with our proven cockpit concept. 
Traffic light colors signalize whether there is a need 
for action or not. Further functions, which for ex-
ample facilitate the daily work with sales channels, 
are thus linked to the article and the corresponding 
certificates.
In addition to the article/certificate overview, the 
module will also offer intelligent editing functions 
in the future, such as: 

- Display of certification at product level
- Marking of relevance regional, supra-regional,

national, international
- Linking of certificates with each other
- Linking of sales channels with the certificates

required for them
- Bundling of all sales articles with selected

certificate
- Linking of sales channels with required

certificates
- Article mapping for the corresponding link
- …

Would you like to learn more about our 
Certification Cockpit? Then please contact us.

INTEX Certification Cockpit

Seals of approval & certifications: Proven competence as a 
quality feature for PPE, sustainability and the future Supply 
Chain Sourcing Obligations Act.

Whether legal quality seals, certificates of origin, 
internal quality seals or specific certifications. With 
the INTEX Certification Cockpit you make optimal 
use of the quality and sales potential of certifica-
tions.

HIGHLIGHTS

■ Overview of all current and future seals of
approval & certificates

■ Extended attributes of the certifications

■ Links with articles, suppliers up to the sales
channel

■ Competitive advantage through proven
certifications

■ Quick list for sales channels, stores &
marketplaces

■ Relevance for purchasing, production, sales
markets B2X




